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Abstract: Augmented Reality applications 釘'ebecoming
more popul釘 wi白 the continued miniaturization of 
technology. 現7i白 the increasing use of sm紅t phones, 
which often provide increased processing power, 
enhanced and open so食W釘e plaぜorms， Augmen民d

Reality h酪 become instn調rental in the way we perceive 
our surroundings and the infonnation 白at it carries. It 
is now possible to implement an Au",omented Reality 
system without carrying bulky and expensive equipment. 
Cぽrentl払 there are m佃y systems that implement some 
fonn of Augmented Reality to provide a specialized 
interaction to users. However, those systems 出ualIy

employ expensive, immobile components with highly 
年ecialized interfaces. ln 出is paper we present a 
nove] approach for bui1ding interactive interfaces using 
Augmented Reality. We present a software 会'amewc此
for ubiquitous Augmented Reality enhancement for 
human-computer interaction. Our f同mework improves 
on four 紅eas in Augmented Reality development that we 
currently s民 lacking.

Keywords: augmented reality. human-computer 
interaction, ubiquitous user interfaces 

1 Introduction 

Augmented Reality (AR) is a fairly young area of 
re喧earch wl昱h is currently expanding in m胡Y of the 
alr田dy existing fields of Hum四四Comput釘 Interaction，

Computer Interfaces, etc. In 0町 research we implement 
an Augmented Reality system which wi11 sぽve 錨

an extension 10 existing computer interfaces‘ provide 
enhanced use子郎防ience守踊d define virtual objects and 
their ac討ons in an ubiquitous way. 
To implement such a sys~四1， how町民 we must first 
address three major areas where we 白ink Augmen飽d

Reality u舘r interfaces c阻 be improved. 
Firstly, Augmented Reality obj民ts are hard coded 
into applications, which makes them highly specialized 
却d not ubiquitous. Secondly, there is no standard 
for defining Au伊lented R回lity int釘faces and how 
they react to hum四 interョction. Final1y, there is 
no implementation of natural interaction 前th 甜ch

interfaces 胡dobjects. 
We begin by p古田en伽g a summ勾 of the related 
research, connecting our approacb witb pr宮vious work. 
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Figuz官 1; Example usage scenarios 

Next we pr，田ent use cぉes which describe specific 
functionali討es that our 合amework enables and describe 
the purpose of the 金amework. 官邸 is fol1owed by a 
description of the software tools and libraries we take 
advantaεe of while impl四1enting 血e 合amework. We 
conclude by giving short review of the steps ahead. 

2 Related Wo北

The existing research into Augmented Reality and 
Human Computer Interaction 白at is relevant to this study 
C叩 be roughly divided in tlu田部箇 finger and handｭ
based interfaces, paper-bぉed interfaces，四dAugmen飽d

Reality applica説。ns. We will describe each one briefly. 

2.1 Hand and Finger-based Intel命館S

The technologies for b佃d 組d finger-based interfaces 
C祖 beroughly split in two caもegories-sensing同based 朗d
computer-vision b出品 Sensing-based systems like [16] 
紅'e v釘y robust but are 0食en li班lÌted to de総cting only 
"touch" behavior, not able to recognize hands or other 
physical 0句ect that come into view. Computer-vision 
based systems like [4], [5], [13J are often limited by 白e

lighting conditions and may not respond well to sudden 
ch叩ges in the field of view. However, systems like [8], 
[9], [7] have proven to be robust and accurate enough. We 
are using a computer-vision based system since wearing 
special hardware to enable "touch" capability reduces the 
mobiIity of白e sys認m.
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Figure 2: Basic framework model 

2.2 Paper-based Interfaces 

Most of the existing paper-based interfaces fall into 
白ree categories -using paper alongside digitizing tablet5. 
like [12] , using digital paper technologies like [3J. and 
using paper tagged with markers (barcodes ‘ fiducial 
markers, etc.) like [13]. In our system we ¥'iill be using 
onJy 2D paper tags (AR markers) for 3D positioning of 

the visual 0均ects， unlike [9] where the hand posi�n and 
direction is used iO determine the position of the viπuaJ 
object. The interaction between the user and the interface 
will be entirely virtuaJ or conveyed through AR marker 

motlon. 

that information about the object is sto凶 globally. Using 
this registry. users wiII be able to point their AR device 
to any AR marker and display its contents. regardless of 
whether they have seen the marker before or not. The 
system wil1 recognize the URL encoded in the marker, 
download and display the virtual object. We 訂'e planning 
to include a QR code within the AR marker pattern 却d

ex汀act 出e URL from it. 
This wi1l allow for more ubiquitous AR applications. 
The user will no longer be restricted to using markers 
specifically designed for his AR system. We hope 出e

implementation of such registry will attract interest from 
the Augmented Reality community and help cons汀uct

a large ecology of AR obje出 It w�l also enable 

developers to construct their own AR Marker ecologies‘ 

independent of the main system. 

2.3 Au伊nented Reality Applications 

百lere have been many Augmented Reality 
applications, using either multiple-camera hand and 
o句ect tracking or a single camera (like a webcam). 
Those applications vary in both their mobility and 

complexity. Our pr吋ect was inspired for the most p出
by the Sixth Sense project developed by Pranav Mistry 
in the MIT Media Lab [14]. As is the p町pose of [1-1-]. 
we strive to provide mobi1ity. affordability and ubiquity 
to Augmented Reality applications. 
百lere 訂e two major di仔erences between the paradigm 
employed by [14] and our framework. We let 白e

user utilize any device to view 白e AR environment 

(mobiJe phone, webcam plus desktop‘ AR goggles. etc.) 
where [14] projects the AR environment over objects 

themselves. We also use 2D paper AR markers to 
determine co汀ect 3D coordinates and scale for object 

placement. 
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AR Object-object and Object-user Interaction 
Definition 

百le next step in our system is defining virtual object 

actions as part of th出 regis町 information described in 
the previous section. This way the AR system wil1 know 

both what objects to display. as well as how those objects 
are supposed to interact with the user and other objects. 
For the most part our virtual objects 紅'e user-interfaces. 
As such. their actions are defined either as user initiated 
or object initiated. We would like to implement 

both ubiquitous object-object and use子object interaction. 
Object-object interactions wil1 aIlow us to define how 

virtual objects behave when in proximity of one 
ano出er. A simple ex釘nple would be two virtual objects 
positioned by 2D markers on the field of view, both 
objects representing a single Skype chat window with 
different users. If both markers 訂e positioned close to 

one another the resulting action will be to open a single 
Skype window making a conference call to both users. 
User-object interactions wil1 be described as the services 
白e virtual object can perf!町m upon user actions. For 
example, a virtual object displaying information on a 
person (a 草加ual business card) can provide informatﾏon 
upon r己quest， provide an email interface, a Facebook or 
Twitter message interface, cu汀ent location, etc. 

Building such a repository of objects will provide both a 

tunctlonal and a gra¥lhica¥ descri¥l�n of the A及。Ibiects
in an Augmented Reality environment which in tぽn w111 

make AR applications more ubiquitous. 

3.2 

Augmented Reality Frameworks and Authoring 
Tω，ls 

With the popularization of software libraries like 

ARToolKit [6] there has been a lot of developmεnt to 

bring AR authoring tools in 白e hands of researchers 
and developers. However. frameworks 1ike DWARF 
[1] and osgART [11] are quite complex and require an 
expert programmer. Our f旨amework on 白e other hand 
gives developers with enough programming expe討ence

in ActionScript3 the ability to cons町uct and distribute 
user interfaces, interactive objects, etc. with e出e.

2.4 

UsageScen町ios

The usage同scenarios described below serve to describe 
specific features of our framework that are not available 

in c町rent AR systems. V�a those usage scenarios we 
want to i1lustrate the particular unique functionalities that 
our 合runework provides. 

3 

3.1 Universal Marker Registη 

ln 0町 system we plan to use 2D pap釘 markers for 
virtual object placement. Curren t1y, there are multiple 
ways 10α-eate such a marker with the only restriction 
that 出e pattern not be too complex. This improves 出e

marker 問cognition wh�h in turn allows for a scalable 

はeX"Qenence.τhe re¥at¥.on between ﾙ¥e Vln!凶 ob~ect

and the marker pattern is embedded in the software. 

We plan to implement a universal AR marker regis町 50
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Figure 3: Object Persistence 

4 Framework purpose 

h 出e fol1owing list we formal1y introduce 白e

problems and issues c班T佃t AR systems suff釘 from 佃d

briefly outline how our 合ameworktackles them: 

. Ubiq凶ty of Object p問S組問

Objects associated wi白 one AR marker must remain 
出es回le independent of system used to view the AR 

environment. Objects are first registered via a QR 

code which encodes tl1e URI of tl1e repository 会om

which tl1e 0対ect graphics model and otl1er data is 10 

be drawn. This gives each AR marker (independent of 
its graphica1 r中resentation) 却 unique identifier. This 

unique identifier allows 田 to implement 也e next 出ree

objectives. 

• Object Pe四istence

Objects must c紅ry associated data and object state5 
across different AR environment viewers. 0勾配t data 
and object states are stored in the database defined via 
the AR marker's URI. 

• Ubiquity of Object futeracti亨ity
0句配ts must behave tl1e same way independent of AR 
environment viewer. Object' s inter与.ction definitions 
釘e stored in tl1e database defined via tl1e AR marker's 
URI. 

.D靖国tionofObj舵t Interaction Models 

Int釘'action models witl1 AR sy5tems have 50 far been 

5ystemlapplication dependent. Each system defines for 
itself how use路 interact witl1 the AR objects 佃d 血e

int釘action model c叩notbe extended or redefined. 
Our f同mework allows developers to define how a 

specific AR Object wil1 interact witl1 the usぽs and 

with otl1er AR Objects in位。duced to 血e scene. 百ley

do so by assigning behaviors to extra conロ'01 markeぉ

associated witl1 tl1e AR 0句ect via 也eAR 0肖ect's

URI. Figur右 X shows an example of AR 0対ects 組d

con位。Is.

Figure 1 shows 組 example usage scen釘io

encomp酪sing all fo町 focus 鉱-eas d自由民d above. 

Figure 4: AR Object Control Scheme 

As tl1e AR marker is inserted into 出e scene，出e marker's 
graphical 釦d functional 問prl田entation is obtained 

企om 白e 0句ect repository on tl1e sぽVぽ encoded in 

tl1e QR code. ln this case tl1e AR marker's obj民t is a 
simple business card showing a photogrョph， 4 buttons 

which when activated would present a different interface 

depending on tl1e button, and a message board. The user 

can modify tl1e content -in tl1is case leave a new message 

on 白e me制ge board or modi今泊施 object 血e markぽ

represents -in this case by closing the message board 
section. Once tl1e marker is removed 合'OID the scene ifs 

object pr句況はies 訂'e saved and tl1e next time tl1e marker 
is introduced it wil1 remember tl1em. 

5 System d凶gn， software componen白 and

implemen組tion

5.1 Software components 

Our system is based on several existing technologies 
that allow us to perform AR overlay, QR decoding, 
marker recognition，汀acking and handling and draw our 

interfaces programa討cally. In tl1is section we wil1100k at 

each one in more detail. 

• AR overlay: The ぽig訟.al AR toolkit was first 
developed by Dr. Hirokazu Kato from tl1e Un咩ersity 
of Washington [6J 組d is currently supported by the 

Human Interface Technology Lab at 白eUniversity of 

C個師buηin New Zealand [2]. As we are building 

our 合組lework in Adobe ActionScript programn姐ng
language、 we ar宮 using a language port of the 

ARToolKit to AS3 provided by Saqoosha [17], 
Nyatla [15] 組dSpark1ib [10] named FLARToolKit. 

• QR decoding: For decoding QR codes in 
ActionScript we use 白e QR library provided by 
Sparklib [10]. 

• Marker handl恒g: To m卸age m紅:ker registration 
e筒ciently for multiple markers and predict marker 
motion 羽田e tl1e FLARM祖ager 0.7 toolkit which 
is provided by 世ic Socolofsky [18J. 
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Figure 5: User-o句ect interaction 

. Interface Design: To design, draw and define our 
interfaces we 凶e PaperVision3D library provided by 

[19]. PaperV�sion3D is a set of libraries that give 

ActionScript developers a 3D engine for F1ash. 

Al1 of the above mentioned libraries are distributed 
under licenses aUowing developers to use th釘n f詑e of 

charge for non-commercial p町poses‘ Our framework 
is built using F1ash Builder 4 and ActionScript 3.5 

SDK Developers c組 produce their modules using 却y

ActionScript compiler as long as they run 白e s釘ne

司 SDK and use the same versions for PaperV�sion3D. 

FLARToolKit, and FLARManager. 

5.2 System model 

FigUIモ 2 describes the basic model of OUT system. Here 
we wil1look at each component. 

• AR Marker with QR: We designed our AR markers 

to 匤clude QR codes encoding the Unique Resource 

Idemifiers for the object 白紙 theAR marker identifies. 

This allows the develo戸r to define his own AR 
marker pa悦ms 朗d objects independent of the 
viewer. It also allows the AR environment viewer 

to recognize AR markers without the need to inc1ude 
the patterns in the progr沼n. The QR code c四 be

placed ei白ぽ inside of the AR marker as p訂t of the 
p舗em or on the back of the AR marker. Note 白at

if the QR code becomes a part of the AR marker's 
pattem it must do so in an 錨戸nme剖cal fashion, since 
AR marker pa託，erns must be asymme釘ical to enable 
con明tm訂k釘 detection.

• Da組base: The database component of the 可stem

implements a simple MySQL scheme v..ith database 
en回目 containingdeveloper information 釦dpoi剖ng

to a local directory for specific m紅ker id. 官官

physical file is a precomp泊ed Adobe SW"F file that 
contains tl詑 AR Object's graphical and imξraction 

defi凶tions.

With object persis蜘ce we ens旧宮伽t 担 AR obj出

will retain its infonnation and state 加 case it is 主主moved

from the AR environment Figure 3 provides an example 

ofot酔αpeぉîstence. If an AR Marker is introduced and 

the user makes a modification to the state of the object 
it re戸宅sents， the system wil1 relate that change to 白e

database. The next time 白紙 marker is 泊troduced to the 

scene, the system will display it's previously modified 

state. 

5.3 Systε皿加teraction

In order to continue to 白e next section we must define 
the control scheme for AR Obje氾ts. Figure 4 shows 
how we implement interaction with our objects. In 白e

database, each parent AR Marker has associated with it a 

set of control markers that define a single action. 百lOse

control markers 紅e our eq凶valents of a 'button". Each 
control marker is defined by a "timing" p創被neter 加d

組 "action" p紅釘neter. To initiate the control one must 
simply introduce the control marker 加to the scene. The 

system detects that 白e control is activated if it is not 
registered longer than 曲e 百ming" paI刻neter specifies, 
andpぽfぽms 出e action based on the "action" p釘amet釘.

To unregister the contro] marker from the scene one must 

introduce 回、町egister" pa悦rn as defined per marker 

(白紙 pa住釘nc組 simply be printed on the back of 由e

control pa問団).
We can now describe how our system 's user-object 却d

o埼ect-o句ect interaction paradi伊首.

5.3.1 User-object Interaction 

Figure 5 describes how the users wiH interact with 白e

AR Objects. For each marker ecology (defined by the 

datab出e 也e system is co悶ecting to) tl闘志 W迎 be a 

single marker pattern for a global control marker. The 

p斑pose of the global control marker is to select betw偲n

出e active AR 0句ects on the scene. The detection 

technique the system uses is 白es組問 describedin section 
5.3. Once 組組側ect is active the user can move 

it around and perfonn actions as defined by i飴 con釘01

markers. as described in section 5.3. 

5.3.2 Obj配t-Obj配t Interaction 

百le last type of imeraction we define in OUT system is 

object-o埼ect interaction. Figure 6 gives an example of 
one AR object being aware of another. In this p錨ヨdigm
the developers of the AR Objects aI右 allowedto define an 

"collision area" defined by an offset to the area of the AR 
marker. Each marker c姐 eithぽ be on the receiving end 
(m釘ker s鈎tionary) or the sending end (marker moving). 

EachARot事ct is associated with both a receiving action 

胡da sending action. One simple example of such objectｭ
object interaction is when both AR objects are business 
cards. When business card A detects the proximity of 
business card B, the information on B will be attached to 
A's contact list. 

6 Concl酪:ions

We are currently deploying a prototype version of our 
fぬmework and doing prelirninary testing of its usability, 
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Figure 6: Object-object interaction 

robustness and feasibility, bo出合om a developer and 
user standpoint. Our system is currently suited only 
for desktop/webcam configuration al白ough we pl却 to

change that, either by implementing 姐 AR viewer on 
mobile devices or by introducing Ylrtua1 Reality (VR) 
goggles. 

7 Future Work 

After carefuHy evaluating the implementation of our 
syst叩1， we plan to implement 組 AR viewer for mobile 
devices using an HTC developer device running Android 
2.1 OS. We 訂εalways looking for better interaction 
techniques and we plan to use colored fingertip m紅keお
to implement additional usぽーobject interaction. In order 
to improve the overall usability of the system, we would 
like to impl回lent marker-less fingぽtip detection in the 
future. 
Another area of interest involves 出e possible security 
implications such a framework would entail (an object 
implementing a business card should be visible to 
anyone, while a private message window should be 
visible on]y 随時釘s au曲目'Ízed to view it). We plan to 
look into implementing user authentication and different 
user ownership fl町 ARobjects. 
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